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A lot of information available today on the subject of international dating, especially on dating Ukrainian
women, is focused on telling western men the things that they should not do when dating the women but there is very little telling them exactly what
they should do before, during and after the courtship process. Granted, every man is different and so is every Ukrainian woman and, as such, it would
be difficult to come up with any set of online dating rules that will apply universally across the board to all men who are dating women from the
Ukraine. But, that said, there are a number of conscious steps that every man trying to date a Ukrainian woman can take in order to increase or better
his chances of success even if there is no real guarantee that he will get the woman eventually. Below are the top five things that you must definitely do
if you have any hope of successfully dating Ukrainian ladies.
Choose the right Ukrainian women dating site
There are hundreds, probably thousands, of online dating sites available today and all of them promise the chance to meet and date your dream
Ukrainian women. Unfortunately, more than half of these sites are not genuine but are simply scams intended to con unsuspecting clients. These are
the sites where you are likely to meet gold diggers posing as Ukrainian women trying to find love but who are just after your hard earned cash. In
addition, even among the genuine online dating sites, not all of them have the same experience or the same level of professionalism so they can’t all
guarantee that you will get what you are looking for. So your first task will be to carefully evaluate all the available online dating sites and decide which
will be right for you instead of signing up at the first site you find online.
Define your values
Not all Ukrainian women are created the same so there is no guarantee that any and all the women will meet your liking or satisfaction. In order to
increase your chances of finding the right match, start by defining the kind of woman you are looking for and the values and qualities that she should
have then make your choice based on that criteria
Be honest
Ukrainian women generally do like men who are not honest even if such dishonesty only extends to trying to over impress the girl by overstretching
your resources. Most of the girls from Ukraine are not materialistic and will accept you the way you are if you are honest about it right from the start.
Dig deeper
Before you finally conclude and decide on the Ukrainian lady that you wish to marry, it would be wise to dig a little deeper and, if possible, even visit
the country in person to see her in her element before deciding to bring her over as a wife. Fortunately, Ukraine does not have any stringent visa
requirements so planning such a visit should not be too taxing.
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